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Welcome to our 2015 Charcoal Companion® catalog. The Companion Group has hit a huge 
milestone by bringing you thirty years of cutting-edge quality and creativity! Again this year, 
we are excited to introduce some interesting new products that will make the barbecue a 
focal point of your cooking experience. We will continue to bring innovation and flavor to the 
Charcoal Companion® line of barbecue tools and accessories for many more years to come.

The Himalayan Salt Plate has been a huge hit and we’re expanding on that item to include 
our very own Salt Plate Cookbook and other accessories to bring a healthier and more visual 
touch to your cooking. From cooked brie to pork chops to dessert, the salt plate works on the 
grill, a gas range or even chilled in the refrigerator or freezer.

Our new Flame-Friendly™ Ceramic Grillware is a great alternative to cast iron. This series 
conducts high, evenly-distributed heat, but is lightweight and easy to clean. Eliminate the 
weight and maintenance of cooking with cast iron!

We don’t take ourselves too seriously and believe that grilling should be a fun and delicious 
experience. We throw in a dash of fun with our new Flipping Funny™ Talking Spatula that 
includes nine phrases guaranteed to bring a few laughs to your barbecue. 

This is just a sneak peak of our 2015 Charcoal Companion® product highlights. You will find 
these and many more exciting innovations on the following pages. We would like to thank you 
for your continued business and look forward to helping you meet all of your grilling needs. 
Please do not hesitate to contact us, by phone or email, with any questions or comments.
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Grilled burgers and hotdogs are the 
foundation of Americana cuisine.  
Medium-rare or well-done, our burger 
baskets and molds make easy work out 
of achieving the perfect burger every 
time. We even offer a Stuffed Burger 
cookbook and kit that will inspire 
delicious variations of stuffed burgers.

BBQ Classics
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Hamburger Grilling Basket

Hamburger basket to grill and flip four hamburgers at once. 
Rosewood handle. Non-stick. 10.25 in. x 21.5 in.

CC3086 case/6

Double Hamburger Press

Full-sized hamburger mold forms two half-pound burgers. 
Concentric rings in the press ensure even cooking.

CC5043 case/12

Hot Dog Roller

Grills up to five hot dogs at a time. Rollers keep dogs off the grill 
grate for browned dogs without scorching. Stainless steel.

CC3039 case/6

CC3086

CC3039CC5043

CC3039CC5043

CC3086

1
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Stuffed Burger  Recipe Book

The Charcoal Companion® Stuffed Burger Recipe Book is the 
ultimate, one of a kind, collection of the most delicious and unique 
stuffed burger recipes. 44 pages.

CC3913 Open stock  case/12 
CC3915  12 books in display  case/1

Stuff-A-Burger® Press

The inventive Stuff-A-Burger® Press creates delicious stuffed 
burgers with tender and tasty toppings on the inside. Press holds 
an impressive ¾ pounds of ground meat. Durable plastic. 

CC5119 case/12 

Stuff-A-Burger® Basket

This basket is designed for extra-thick stuffed burgers and allows 
you to grill and flip four stuffed burgers at once. Rosewood handle. 
Non-stick. 10 in. x 19.5 in.

CC3507  case/6

Stuff-A-Burger® Gift Sets

A selection of sets that makes great gifts for 4th Quarter, Dads, or a 
twist on a classic summertime BBQ theme. 

CC3518 Basket & Press Set case/6 
CC3914 Recipe Book & Press Set case/6 
CC3519 Basket, Book, & Press Set case/6 

  

BBQ Classics

CC3915CC3913

CC3518

CC3914

CC3519

CC5119 CC3507

51 2 3 4

HOW TO STUFF A BURGER:
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Deluxe Mini-Burger Set

Mini-burger grilling basket, triple patty press, and mini-bun cutter 
for perfectly sized buns. Plastic burger press makes 3 perfect mini 
patties. Stainless steel and rosewood bun cutter trims full-sized 
buns or bread down to mini-sized buns. Mini-burger basket grills 
nine bite-sized burgers at a time. Basket is non-stick with locking 
rosewood handle. 8.5 in x 18 in.

PATENT #D609,525 

CC3072 case/6 
 

CC3072

CC3072

CC5095

Mini-Burger Triple Patty Press

Quickly presses three mini-burger patties of the same size every 
time. Press is styled like three burger buns – sesame seeds and all. 
Concentric rings in the presses help ensure even cooking with less 
sticking to the grill.

CC5095 case/6

CC5095

CC3072
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BBQ Classics

French Fry Cone

Serving accessory for 
the burger’s favorite 
accompaniment. Pair with 
waxed liner papers (sold 
separately) to hold fries. Open 
stock. Non-stick.

CC2025 case/12

Basket Liner Papers

Use for grilled burgers, 
sandwiches, fries. Single red 
color pack of 24.

CC2018 case/24

Classic Diner Condiment  
Bottle Set

Retro design, condiment 
squeeze bottles. 14 oz. plastic 
bottles with twist-top caps. 
Mayo, Mustard, Ketchup. Set/3.

CC2000  case/12 
 

CC2019

CC2029

CC2025

Diner Style Serving Baskets

Classic diner style serving baskets 
perfect for your backyard barbecue.  
Red set/6.

CC2019 case/12 

Barbecue Serving Set

The Barbecue Serving Set includes 
six red baskets and six red and 
white liners, plus a set of 8 oz. 
ketchup and mustard squeeze 
bottles.

CC2029                         case/6

CC2025

CC2018

CC2000

CC2019

CC2029



CC5007
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CC5009 CC5116CC5007CC5008

Pig Corn Holders

The oink end and the tail end of the pig, joined by corn in the 
middle. Poly resin. 4 sets.

CC5008 case/12

Dog Corn Holders

The bark end and the wag end of the dog, joined by corn in the 
middle. Poly resin. 4 sets.

CC5009 case/12

Cow Corn Holders

The moo end and the swish end of the cow, joined by corn in the 
middle. Poly resin. 4 sets.

CC5007 case/12

CC5083CC5038

CC5038CC5116

Push Pin Corn Holders

Soft-grip handles in a multi-color pack. 4 sets: 1 each of blue, 
yellow, green, and red. 

CC5116 case/12

Classic “Mini Corn” Corn Holders

Hefty corn cobs, complete with corn husks. Poly resin. 4 sets.

CC5038 case/12

Rosewood Corn Holders

Rosewood handle corn holders. Coordinate with Vineyard Tool Set 
on page 57. 4 sets.

CC5083 case/6

 

CC5083

CC5009CC5008



Nylon Food Tents

Don’t let pesky insects ruin your barbecue and picnic. These 
handy, lightweight tents protect your food from bugs. They’re large 
enough to cover most serving platters with room to spare. White 
nylon mesh fabric. Pull cord lock. Collapses for storage. Available 
in three sizes.

CC2015 Small / 17 in. square case/12 
CC2023 Large / 22.5 in. square case/12 
CC2024 Table-Size / 24 in. x 46 in. case/12

BBQ Classics

CC2015

CC2023

CC5098

CC2015CC2023CC2024

SMALL

LARGE

TABLE SIZE
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Pink Pig Tablecloth Weights

Weighted pigs hold tablecloth in place, preventing fly-aways. 
Weights are painted metal with steel clips. Set/4.

CC5098 case/12



S’mores are a traditional campfire treat, 
and one of America’s most beloved 
desserts. Now you can enjoy the 
chocolaty, gooey pleasure on a gas or 
charcoal grill. Invite your friends and 
grill up a batch, or keep them all for 
yourself! You can even make them in the 
dark with our Glow-in-the-Dark Fork.

S’mores
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CC1086 CC3131

Stainless Steel S’mores Grilling Set - Folding

The authentic campfire taste of America’s quintessential dessert 
can easily be made at home, cooked with the convenience of a gas 
or charcoal grill. Our rack is foldable for easy storage! Set includes 
1 folding rack and 4 double skewers.

PATENT #D658,441 

CC3131 case/6

Glow-in-the-Dark Telescoping Fork

Use with marshmallows, hot dogs or your favorite campfire treat. 
Telescoping forks with glow-in-the-dark handles.  
Open: 32 in. Closed: 22 in. Set/2.

CC1086 case/6

CC3131

CC1086
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BBQ Classics

CC5130

Non-stick Marshmallow Twig Skewer

Easy to hold wooden handle and non-stick finish. 
22.6 in (57.5 cm) overall lenth.

CC5130  case/6

CC5066

CC5130

CC5066

Non-stick Marshmallow Skewers

Reusable marshmallow skewers for the urban camper and the 
always-prepared campfire kid in everyone. Non-stick extra-long 
skewers keep fingers away from the flames 23.5 in. Set/4.

CC5066 case/12
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Himalayan Salt Plate - Rectangular

Our largest plate; works well for searing vegetables or proteins. 
Two may be used to cook a chicken in between for a fantastic 
alternative to “chicken under a brick”. 12 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in.

CC6036 Rectanglular Plate  12 in. x 8 in. case/2

Porcelain Coated Salt Plate Holder  
for Rectangular Plate

Plate holders are highly recommended as a companion product for 
salt plates. Salt plates do get very hot and handles provide easier 
and safer transport of the plate from grill to table. Holders also will 
extend the useful life of the salt as it wears down over time. Fits 
our 12 in. x 8 in. plate. Porcelain coated finish protects frame from 
corrosion.

CC3526 Holder for Rectangular Plate case/6

Praised by both health and culinary 
experts, Himalayan salt is one of the 
purest salts found on earth; it’s rich in 
trace minerals and promotes respiratory 
and vascular health. We bring it to you 
in  multiple forms to add subtle flavor to 
food and an impressive presentation. 

Himalayan salt has a naturally high 
moisture content, which allows the 
plate to be heated or chilled to extreme 
temperatures. It works wonderfully on 
the grill, on a gas range or even chilled 
in the refrigerator or freezer for serving 
and presenting cold foods. 

Our new Salt Plate Recipe Book is 
packed with ideas and recipes to 
maximize use and life of the salt plate.

Himalayan Salt
CC3526 & CC6036

CC3526CC6036
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Smoke & Flavor

Himalayan Salt Plate - Set of 4 Small Squares

A set of four small plates offers some flexibilty when it comes to 
grill space. Use together as a 10 in. x 10 in. area, or seperately, to 
sear and serve individual plates to impress a crowd. These small 
plates also fit easily in the freezer, to chill ahead for cold food 
presentations such as desserts or sushi.

CC6059 Square Tiles  5 in. x 5 in. Set/4 case/2

Porcelain Coated Salt Plate Holder  
for 4 Small Square Plates

Not only will this holder provide easier and safer transport of 
the plates from grill to table, but it will keep the four plates fitting 
together tightly to use as a 10 in. x 10 in. grilling surface. Fits our 
set of four 5 in. x 5 in. plates. Porcelain coated finish protects frame 
from corrosion.

CC3528 Holder for Set of 4 Square Plates case/6

Himalayan Salt Plate - Square 

Our square plate can also be used for searing and grilling, and can 
be a nice size for smaller grills. it also fits easily in the freezer, to 
chill ahead for cold food presentations such as desserts or sushi.

CC6058 Square Plate  8.5 in. x 8.5 in. case/2

CC6059 & CC3528

CC6058

CC6058

CC3528CC6059



SALT PLATE
recipe book

CHARCOAL COMPANION

Cooking and Serving with a Natural Salt Plate

A salt plate is ideal for flash-cooking delicate foods, most especially fish. 
Tuna, at its best served raw or very rare, in this recipe is seared on a salt 
plate to maintain the integrity of the fish while adding an additional layer 
of subtle flavor. Served warm aside a cool wasabi infused potato salad, this 
recipe is a great example of true California cuisine. 

SEARED AHI TUNA  
WITH WASABI POTATO SALAD

Method:

Put the potatoes in a large pot, cover with cold water and bring to a boil over 
medium-high heat. Cook until a knife inserted into the center of the potatoes 
meets little resistance, but they still hold their shape. Do not overcook. 
Carefully drain the potatoes, let cool to room temperature, and refrigerate for 
at least 2 hours or preferably overnight. 

Once chilled, halve the potatoes lengthwise and then coarsely chop into bite 
size pieces. Combine potatoes, celery, dill, and red onion. In a small bowl, 
combine the mayonnaise, buttermilk, and wasabi. Add the dressing to the 
potato mixture, season with salt and pepper and mix until well combined. 
Refrigerate until ready to serve. 

Preheat the salt plate for 40 minutes on the grill: 15 minutes on low, 15 
minutes on medium and 10 minutes on high. Sprinkle tuna with pepper and 
place flat side down on the salt plate. Sear for 1-2 minutes on each side being 
careful not to overcook. Remove tuna from salt plate, slice and serve warm 
over potato salad. 

Ingredients:

12 oz. sushi grade Ahi tuna, divided into two equal portions

1 tsp. prepared wasabi

1 ½ lbs. red potatoes, scrubbed and eyes removed

½ c. aioli or mayonnaise

2 tbsp. buttermilk

1 tbsp. fresh dill, finely chopped

¼ c. Chinese celery*, finely diced

¼ med red onion, finely diced

 Kosher salt

 Fresh ground pepper

TEQUILA LIME SHRIMP

This refreshingly light meal is perfect for a warm summer evening. In this 
recipe, the salt plate acts as a plancha, effectively searing the shrimp’s 
exterior with a delicious, crispy crust while keeping the interior moist and 
perfectly seasoned. Pair with a green salad and by all means, bring on the 
margaritas!

Method:

Preheat the salt plate for 40 minutes on the grill: 15 minutes on low, 15 
minutes on medium and 10 minutes on high. While the salt plate is preheating, 
soak wooden skewers in a shallow pan of water for at least 30 minutes.

Meanwhile, make a marinade for the shrimp by combining the lime juice, 
tequila, olive oil, minced garlic, cumin, oregano, and ground black pepper in 
a medium bowl. Reserve 1 tablespoon of marinade for the fresh pico sauce 
and set aside. Add the remaining marinade and shrimp to a Ziploc bag and 
marinate for 2-4 hours in the refrigerator. 

Next, combine the diced tomato, onion, cilantro and reserved marinade in a 
small bowl. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Set aside. 

Once the salt plate is preheated, remove shrimp from the marinade and place 
onto soaked skewers. Place skewered shrimp onto the salt plate and cook 2-3 
minutes per side. Serve with fresh cilantro pico and wedges of fresh lime. 

Ingredients:

2 tbsp. lime juice, fresh squeezed

2 tbsp.  tequila

¼ c. olive oil

1 large  clove garlic, minced

1 pinch  ground cumin 

1 pinch  dried oregano

 Ground black pepper to taste

1 lb.  large shrimp, peeled, deveined

6  wooden skewers (10 inch)

1 large  lime, quartered

Fresh Cilantro Pico:

1 small  tomato, small dice

¼  red onion, finely chopped

¼ bunch  cilantro, finely chopped

 Salt and Pepper
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Once a treasured secret among butchers, the hangar (skirt) steak is now 
world-renowned for being extremely tender and flavorful. Just a few 
minutes per side on the salt plate is all it takes to bring this magical cut 
of beef to life. Served with an earthy blend of grilled exotic mushrooms 
and crisp, charred long beans you will find this recipe to be a satisfying, 
protein-rich feast.

HANGAR STEAK WITH EXOTIC MUSHROOMS 
AND GREEN BEANS

Method:

Preheat the salt plate for 40 minutes on the grill: 15 minutes on low, 15 
minutes on medium and 10 minutes on high. Brush the steak pieces with olive 
oil and season with pepper. Set aside. 

Meanwhile, blanch the beans in boiling water until the colors become vibrant, 
approximately 3 minutes. Move the beans immediately into an ice water bath 
to stop the cooking process. Once chilled, drain and set aside. 

Melt butter in a saucepan over medium heat, then add the minced garlic and 
cook over low flame until garlic becomes fragrant.  Coat cold beans with the 
garlic butter mixture and set aside. 

Place a grill wok over high heat. Add the olive oil and coarsely chopped 
mushrooms. Cook mushrooms until they begin to brown lightly and become 
soft.  Remove from the heat and set aside. Use the same grill wok to cook the 
beans until they are charred and tender. Set aside. 

Ingredients:

1  hangar or skirt steak, trimmed and cut into four pieces

¾ lb. green and/or yellow long beans, stems removed

4 tbsp. unsalted butter

3  garlic cloves, minced

1 container chefs mix mushrooms (enoki, piopini, chantrelle or oyster), 
coarsely chopped

1 tbsp. olive oil 

¼ tsp. black pepper

¼ tsp. salt

MAINS

Keep a salt plate chilled in the freezer and set your imagination free when 
it comes to sweet and salty ice cream flavor combinations! In this recipe, 
a few minutes of contact with the salt plate turns caramel gelato into a 
salted caramel glory. Be sure to serve this communal dessert with lots of 
spoons – everyone will want to have a taste!

SALTED CARAMEL BANANA SPLIT

Method:

Chill a salt plate in the freezer for at least 30 minutes prior to serving. To 
assemble the dessert, slice the banana diagonally into six slices and place onto 
the salt plate. Place one large scoop of gelato on top of the bananas. Drizzle 
with chocolate sauce and garnish with crushed peanuts and almonds. Dust 
entire plate with powdered sugar and cocoa powder.  

Tip: Don’t plate this desert too far ahead of time, the bananas will pick up too 
much salt from the plate.

Ingredients:

1 pint  caramel gelato

1  banana, ripe

¼ c. chocolate sauce

¼ c. peanuts and almonds, toasted and crushed

½ tsp. cocoa powder

½ tsp. powdered sugar

The thermal quality of a salt plate makes for an ideal surface to bake fresh 
dough, most especially pizza dough. Take the time to properly preheat 
the salt plates and use an infrared thermometer to verify the surface 
temperature has reached 500° F. Doing so will ensure a crisp and insanely 
delicious crust each and every time. 

SALT PLATE PIZZA MARGERITA

Method:

Place two 8 x 12 inch salt blocks, side by side on the grill and preheat for 40 
minutes: 15 minutes on low, 15 minutes on medium and 10 minutes on high. 
When the surface temperature of the salt plates reach 500° F, it is time to 
bake.

Stretch the pizza dough to approximately ¼ inch thickness. Place on a floured 
pizza peel and garnish with sauce and mozzarella.  Verify the grill temperature 
is 400° or above and transfer the pizza to the preheated salt plates.  Bake 
approximately 12-18 minutes or until the crisp is crust and the toppings are 
golden bubbly.  Garnish with fresh basil and a drizzle of extra virgin olive oil.

*We recommend made from scratch dough for this recipe. Be sure to omit the 
salt called for in the dough recipe to compensate for salt imparted to the dough 
from the plates. 

Ingredients:

8 oz. pizza dough*

4 oz. pizza sauce

1 ball  fresh mozzarella cheese, medium sized, torn into pieces

¼ c. fresh basil, coarsely chopped

 extra virgin olive oil
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GRILLED CAPRESE ON VINE

Undoubtedly, one of summer’s greatest treats is a fresh tomato from 
the garden. Use your salt plate to bring out the natural sweetness of the 
tomato by searing the bottoms and cooking them just enough to make this 
dish melt-in-your mouth delicious. Pair with your favorite crusty bread for 
an elegantly easy appetizer. 

Method:

Preheat the salt plate for 40 minutes on the grill: 15 minutes on low, 15 
minutes on medium and 10 minutes on high. While the salt plate is preheating, 
slice the fresh mozzarella and set aside. 

Once the salt plate is preheated, carefully the slice bottoms of tomatoes so 
that they will sit flat and sear on the salt plate. Next, place the bunch of 3 
tomatoes onto the hot salt plate and sear the bottom of the tomatoes for 
approximately 12-15 minutes. Once the tomatoes are slightly charred, remove 
from the salt plate and set aside to cool slightly.  Serve on a plate with sliced 
mozzarella, fresh basil leaves and a generous drizzle of extra virgin olive oil. 

Ingredients:

3 small  tomatoes, attached by the stems

1 ball  fresh Mozzarella (approximately 8 oz.)

1 c.  fresh basil leaves

 Extra Virgin Olive Oil
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Himalayan Salt Chunks with Stainless Steel Grater

Himalayan salt is rich in trace minerals, which add to the depth of 
flavor your foods will achieve when cooked. Salt chunks offer a 
way to impart flavor without the heft or bulk of a salt plate. 32 oz. 
Includes handheld salt grater.

CC6056 case/4

Charcoal Companion® Salt Plate Recipe Book

A perfect addition to any salt plate, showcasing the versatility of 
Himalayan Salt Plates. Explains how to use the salt plate for both 
cooking and serving, as well as proper care and maintenance. 
Includes over 20 receipes with photography, covering appetizers, 
mains, and desserts. 6 in. x 8 in.

CC6057 case/12

OVER 20 RECIPES FOR COOKING  
AND SERVING WITH A SALT PLATE

CC6056

CC6056

CC6057
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Salt Plate Scrubber Brush

Keep your Himalayan Salt Plate in prime condition for grilling and 
serving with the Salt Plate Scrubber Brush. The handheld scrubber 
has nylon bristles to gently clean the surface of the salt plate, and a 
stainless steel blade to remove baked on food bits or glaze.

CC4108 case/6

Smoke & Flavor

Salt Plate Storage and Carrier Tote

Whether you’re just taking it to the grill or taking it on the road, 
protect your salt plate! This convenient carrying case can be used 
for either 8 in. x 12 in. or 8 in. x 8 in. salt plates. With its smart 
construction and reinforced cover, your salt plate will be well 
protected. Sturdy webbed handles offer easy handling. This case is 
also perfect for storing your salt plate when not in use.

CC5151 case/6

CC4108

CC5151

CC4108

CC5151



Infuse Wood Smoke Flavor

Add smoke to the barbecue 
with your choice of wood 
chips, planks, Smokehouse-
Style Wood Pellets™, or 
Smoke in a Cup™. Maintain 
moisture for more succulent 
meats with any of our 
Moistly Grilled® products 
or try imparting moisture 
and smoke with our Moistly 
Grilled® Smoking Platform. 
Transform your gas grill 
with an assortment of 
smoker boxes for chips, 
liquids or pellets. 
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Smoking Wood Planks

Grilling on wood planks infuses food with the subtly delicate flavor 
of smoked wood. Try all four for a well-rounded grilling experience. 
Tip: Soak planks in water or other liquid before grilling for richer 
flavor. 11.75 in. x 5.5 in. each .

CC6043 Alder 11.75 in. x 5.5 in. / single case/12 
CC6044 Cedar 11.75 in. x 5.5 in. / single case/12 
CC6045 Hickory 11.75 in. x 5.5 in. / single case/12 
CC6046 Maple 11.75 in. x 5.5 in. / single case/12 
CC6021 Cedar 11.75 in. x 5.5 in. / set/3  case/6 

CC6043

CC6021

CC6037

CC6043

CC6045 CC6046

CC6044

CC6046

CC6044

CC6045

Plank Saver Tray

Planks last longer with a reusable plank saver tray by reducing the 
incidence of flare-up. Angled handles on two sides offer a secure 
grip even while wearing barbecue mitts. Stainless steel. Fits planks 
up to 12 in. x 5.75 in. 

CC6037 case/6



Infuse Wood Smoke Flavor
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Smoke & Flavor

Cast Iron Smoker & Humidifier

This dual smoker/humidifier can accommodate liquids, wood 
chips, or pellets, for delicious succulent foods. The even heat of 
the cast iron heats the liquid in its reservoir, creating steam that 
permeates the food on the grill. The perforated platform holds your 
wood chips or pellets and allows for easy refills. 6 in. x 4 in. x 2 in.

CC4107 case/4

CC4071

CC3508

CC3508

CC4071

CC4107

CC4107

CC6036

Moistly Grilled® Grill Humidifier

Moistly Grilled® Grill Humidifier is a two - piece cast iron vessel 
with a vented lid that goes into the grill and holds water – or any 
other flavored liquid – to add humidity to the grilling environment 
while food cooks. The result is succulence defined – simply the 
juiciest, most flavorful grilled meat you’ve ever experienced. Set/2.

PATENT #D651,457 
CC4071 case/4

Moistly Grilled® Smoking Platform

Food cooks directly over the smoldering wood chips for a more  
concentrated smoky flavor. Fill the platform reservoirs with water, 
beer, wine, juice, stock, or any other  liquid to create a humid 
grilling environment,  resulting in meats retaining a much higher 
 percentage of natural juices.

PATENT #D679,133 

CC3508 case/4
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V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box with Pellet Tube

Unique V-shape fits  under the grate between  flame deflector bars  
on most gas grills. 13.75 in. x 4.25 in. Stainless steel. Pellets sold 
separately. 

PATENT #D585,702. OTHER PATENTS PENDING

CC4099 Stainless steel short / 6 in. x 4.25 in. case/6 
CC4086 Stainless steel long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in. case/6 

V-shaped smoker for pellets
These V-shaped smoker boxes can be used in charcoal 

grills by placing directly on hot coals.  
Pellet smokers offer a slightly more concentrated smoke 
experience. Pellet smokers have the additional benefit 

that you can add pellets while food is cookng on the grill 
with the pellet tube.

CC4099

CC4086

CC4099

CC4086

CC4099

CC4086
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Smoke & Flavor

V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box with Reservoir

Add water and wood chips to add humidity and authentic wood 
smoke flavor. Unique V-shape fits  under the grate between  flame 
deflector bars  on most gas grills. 13.75 in. x 4.25 in. Stainless steel. 
Wood chips sold separately. 

PATENT #D585,702. OTHER PATENTS PENDING

CC4081 case/6 

V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Boxes

Use with wood chips for authentic wood smoke flavor. Unique 
V-shape fits  under the grate between  flame deflector bars  on most 
gas grills. All V-shaped smoker boxes have hinged lids.

PATENT #D585,702. OTHER PATENTS PENDING

CC4056 Non-stick short / 6 in. x 4.25 in. case/6 
CC4057 Non-stick long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in. case/6 
CC4065 Stainless steel short / 6 in. x 4.25 in. case/6 
CC4066 Stainless steel long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in. case/6 

CC4081

CC4057

V-shaped smoker for chips
Developed specifically for the gas grill, these unique 
smoker boxes feature V-shaped bottoms which allow 
them to sit between the flame deflector bars of most 

gas grills. This positions the smoke right beneath the 
food grate for the most intense smoke flavor, allowing 
barbecue chefs the convenience of a gas grill without 

compromising wood smoke flavor.

CC4065

CC4057

CC4056

CC4066

CC4081
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Rectangular Smoker Box Tray

Reusable open top wood chip smoker box tray. Essential for gas 
grills. Wood chips sold separately.

CC4044 Porcelain / 9 in. x 3.75 in. case/6 

Rectangular Smoker Box with Lid

Reusable smoker box with vented lid. Wood chips sold separately.

CC3021 Stainless steel with removable lid /  8.75 in. x 3.5 in. case/6 
CC4037 Non-stick with hinged lid/ 13.75 in. x 4 in. case/6

V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box with Wood Chips Set

Non-stick V-shaped short reusable smoker box (CC4056) 
packaged with 36 cu. in. of all natural mesquite or hickory wood 
chips. Mixed case of 3 each. 

PATENT #D585,702. OTHER PATENTS PENDING 

CC9412 Hickory, Mesquite mixed case/6

CC6030

CC9397

CC6030CC6030

GAS GRILL CHARCOAL GRILL

CC9412

CC4037

CC4044 CC3021

Smoke in a Cup™

Smoke in a Cup™ produces a lot of smoke from a little cup. 
Portable, disposable, and recyclable aluminum cup with fine wood 
particles lights fast and smokes quickly. Perfect for food with 
shorter cooking times. Great for gas grills or charcoal grills. Net 
volume 9 cu. in. each cup. Available as counter display with single 
packs, or pegable 3-pack sampler set.

CC6030 Counter Display / 24 units case/1 
 Contains display and 6 units each of 4 flavors:  
 Hickory, Mesquite, Apple, Cherry 

CC9397 3-Pack Sampler case/12  
 Pegable 3-pack includes 1 each: Hickory, Mesquite, Apple
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CC6051 (Set)

CC6048

CC6047

CC6050

CC6049

Smokehouse-Style Wood Pellets™

Charcoal Companion® Smokehouse-style Wood Pellets™ infuse 
meat with the perfect level of smoke when used in conjunction 
with our V-Smoker Gas Grill Smoker Box with Pellet Tube. 

CC6047  Hickory / 48 cu. in. case/6 
CC6048  Maple / 48 cu. in. case/6 
CC6049  Oak/48 cu. in. case/6 
CC6050  Cherry/48 cu. in. case/6

CC6051  Set/3 Hickory, Maple & Oak Sampler / ea. 48 cu. in.   case/6 



CC6024 CC6023

CC6019

CC6011 (Set)

CC6029

CC6018
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Mesquite and Hickory Wood Chips and Chunks

Aromatic hickory and mesquite wood chips and chunks are 
classics in smoking and barbecue. Their strong, rich flavors work 
well with beef and chicken.

CC6024  Mesquite Chunks / 1.5 cu. ft. (approx. 6 lbs.) case/6 
CC6023  Hickory Chunks / 1.5 cu. ft. (approx. 6 lbs.) case/6 
CC6019 Mesquite Chips / 144 cu. in. case/12 
CC6018  Hickory Chips / 144 cu. in. case/12

CC6011  Set/2 Sampler / ea. 48 cu. in. case/12 
 Hickory, Mesquite Chips

CC6029 Set/3 Sampler / ea. 28 cu. in. case/6 
 Mesquite, Hickory, Apple Wood Chips in aluminum trays

CC6029

A Selection of Flavors

MESQUITE

HICKORY

CHERRY

MAPLE

APPLE

BRANDY-SOAKED OAK 

PORTO-SOAKED OAK

BEEF & LAMB BLEND

POULTRY BLEND

SEAFOOD BLEND

FOR GAS OR 
 CHARCOAL GRILLS
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CC6014 CC6015 CC6016

CC6017 (Set)

CC6014 CC6015 CC6016

CC6001 CC6000

CC6010 (Set)

CC6002

CC6001 CC6000 CC6002

Wood Chip Blends

Our Wood Chips are carefully blended to enhance and 
complement the flavors of beef and lamb, poultry, and seafood.

CC6014  Beef and Lamb / 130 cu. in. case/12 
CC6015  Poultry / 130 cu. in. case/12 
CC6016  Seafood / 130 cu. in. case/12

CC6017  Set/3 Sampler / ea. 48 cu. in.   case/12

Gourmet Wood Chips

The more delicate flavors of the fruit woods – apple, cherry and 
maple – are a great complement to fish, vegetables and grilled fruit.

CC6000  Maple / 144 cu. in. case/12 
CC6001 Cherry / 144 cu. in. case/12 
CC6002  Apple / 144 cu. in. case/12

CC6010  Set/3 Sampler / ea. 48 cu. in. case/12

Brandy and Porto Spirited Oak Wood Chips

These spirited wood chips are made from brandy and porto 
-soaked barrels of French, American and European oak used in the 
great wineries of Spain & Portugal for producing wines & spirits. 
They provide an intensely rich flavor perfect for smoking all of 
your favorite foods on both charcoal and gas grills. Approximately 
1 lb. bag.

CC6060  Brandy/ 88.5 cu. in.  case/6 
CC6061  Porto / 88.5 cu. in.  case/6

CC6060 CC6061

A Selection of Flavors



We offer a variety of tools 
for saucing and basting 
meat and other foods. Our 
new marinade bottle can 
measure, mix and pour 
without the mess of multiple 
products. Just like a grilling 
pro, build a complex flavor 
profile by pre-marinating 
meat, applying a dry rub just 
prior to placing food on the 
grill, and brushing on bar-
becue sauce in the last few 
minutes of cooking. Sauce it Up
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CC1044 CC1041CC5019

Sauce Mop

A sauce mop is the tool to have for thinner sauces and basting 
liquids that won’t stay on a bristle brush. Rosewood handle. Cotton 
mop head. 17 in.

CC5019 case/12

Stainless Steel and Silicone Basting Brush

Removable silicone brush head is heat-safe up to 550˚ F (288˚ C). 
Stainless steel handle. 12.75 in.

CC1044 case/6

Rosewood and Silicone Basting Brush

Removable silicone brush head is heat-safe up to 550˚ F (288˚ C). 
Rosewood handle. 15.25 in.

CC1041 case/12
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Marinade Bottle

Glass Marinade Bottle includes easy to measure markers for 
ounces, plus five marinade recipes. Screw top enables easy mixing 
of ingredients. 10 fl. oz. capacity and storage lid. 

CC5150 case/12

Silicone Head Basting Bottle

13.75 fl. oz. plastic bottle with silicone bristles. Includes storage 
cap. Brush bristles are heat-safe up to 550˚ F (288˚ C).

CC5048 case/6

Octopus Basting Bottle

Baste your favorite foods with this playful octopus shaped basting 
bottle. Wide silicone mop covers more food. With 10 fl. oz. capacity 
and storage lid, this resealable bottle is incredibly useful, and fun!

CC5142 case/6

Squid Basting Brush

Baste your favorite foods with this playful squid shaped basting 
brush. Use it on the grill, stovetop or oven. It’s made of durable 
silicone that is heat resistant up to 572˚F (300˚C). 

CC5143 case/12

CC5150 CC5048

CC5142 CC5143

CC5150

CC5142 CC5143CC5048
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Bamboo Carving Board

Bamboo board with large carving surface. Juice well runs along 
board’s perimeter to prevent mess. Handles for easy transport to 
table; serve directly from board. 20 in. x 16 in.

CC5138  case/3

Bean and Sauce Pot

Heavy gauge one qt. capacity sauce pot holds sauce, beans or 
other side dishes. 3.25 in. deep, 6.5 in. diameter. Non-stick.

CC2001 case/6

Cast Iron Sauce Pot & Silicone Brush Set

Pre-seasoned, 1.5 c. capacity cast iron pot with handle is just the 
right size for melting butter, warming glazes and keeping sauces 
hot. The pot handle serves as a brush rest. Silicone bristle 8 in. 
brush is heat-safe to 550˚F (288˚ C).

CC5099 case/4

Sauce Pot and Silicone Basting Brush Set

Non-stick pot with handle has 2 cup capacity. Plastic handle brush 
has a removable silicone brush head. Brush bristles are heat-safe 
up to 550˚ F (288˚ C). Dishwasher-safe.

CC5049 case/6

CC2001

CC5138

CC5099

CC5049

CC2001

CC5138
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Grill Station®

The versatile Grill Station® marinates, stores, chills and serves 
food and keeps accessories close at hand.

The Grill Station® includes four essential pieces in the set to 
keep raw and cooked food separate while grilling. One large tray 
is clearly marked RAW while the other is marked COOKED to 
eliminate confusion and cross-contamination. Lid fits both food 
trays. The tool caddy tray hooks to the food tray edge for use, and 
fits inside tray for compact storage. Food trays measure 16.75 in. x 
11 in. x 2.5 in.

Ridges on the inside of the food trays allow for liquids to flow 
freely for even marinating. Tray contents and date can be labeled 
with a dry-erase pen for convenience. 

CC5094 case/4

Carry

Marinate

Serve

CC5094

RAISED RIDGES 
FOR MARINADE 

CIRCULATION

LABEL AREA TO 
KEEP TRACK OF 
MARINADE TIMES



Latin Grilling
From Paella to Limeade, celebrate with our products aimed at creating a 

festive selection of Latin flavors. It’s a party waiting to happen; just heat up 
some tacos on the grill, mix up some guacamole, and whip up Jane’s favor-

ite recipe for jalapeño poppers, featured below. Latin Grilling program offers 
bi-lingual, Spanish and English packaging.
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Avocado Scoop & Masher

Prepare guacamole the easy way. Carefully cut the avocado in half 
with a sharp knife, and remove the pit. Using the top end of the 
tool, scoop the fruit out of the skin and into a bowl. Combine and 
mash up with lime, salt, tomatoes, onions, cilantro,  
or other favorite ingredients.

CC1989  case/12 

CC1986

CC1987

CC1989

Paella Pan

Originating in Spain, paella is now internationally known. A good 
paella starts with short grain rice and saffron, cooked in a wide 
shallow pan. Paella is traditionally cooked in the open air over a 
hot crackling wood fire to infuse the dish with the smoke flavor. 
Stainless steel. 

CC1986 case/4

Lime Press

Make delicious limeade easily or use to freshly squeeze lime for 
guacamole or any recipe where fresh lime adds a perfect splash. 
Just cut lime in half, drop in the press and squeeze. Ceramic coated 
steel is incredibly durable and will not rust.

CC1987 case/12



CC1990
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Latin Grilling

CC1992

CC1991
Chili Pepper Rack and Corer Set

The special pepper rack and corer set makes preparing stuffed 
jalapeños easy. Corer is stainless steel with rosewood and rack is 
non-stick for easy cleaning. Follow the recipe below for delicious 
grilled jalapeño poppers. 

PATENT #D610,884.  

CC1991                                         case/6

Taco Rack

Build and warm your tacos on the grill with this handy taco rack. 
Excellent way to melt the cheese and then add cold toppings 
before eating. Open mesh-like design allows perfect exposure 
for even heating but prevents bits from falling through. Non-stick 
surface for easy clean up.

CC1992  case/4  

Chili Pepper Corer

Make easy work of coring chili peppers. Simply cut off  
stem end of the jalapeños with the serrated edge. Twist 
and scoop out the inside membrane and seeds. 
Stainless steel blade and  rosewood handle.

PATENT #D610,884.  

CC1990                                                            case/12

18 jalapeños (larger straight ones work best) 
4 oz cream cheese (or other soft cheese)  
¼ c.  cheddar cheese, grated  
¼ c.  bread chunks, cut or broken into small pieces  
¼ c.  diced red bell pepper  
2 Tbsp. chopped fresh cilantro 
salt and pepper to taste 

Cut off stem end of jalapeños. Remove the membrane and seeds completely. 
Note: Be careful not to touch your eyes or face, as the pepper juice can sting.  
It may help to wear latex gloves to protect your hands. Mix half of the cheddar 
cheese and all other ingredients together. Stuff filling into each jalapeño 
and arrange on the chili pepper rack. Top each stuffed chili pepper with the 
remaining cheddar cheese. Cook on a covered grill by indirect heat for 25-30 
minutes at 375˚ F (191˚ C), or until peppers are soft and lose their bright green 
color. For spicier poppers, cook a few minutes less. Enjoy piping hot!  
Yield: 18 Poppers.

 – Jane Rabanal, Product & Packaging Designer

Stuffed Jalapeños



Latin Grilling
Roasting peppers and grilling corn is made easy with our Pepper Roaster and 

Corn Skewers. Our Latin Flavors section also provides great 
solutions for making homemade tortillas and keeping them warm.  

Try our Quesadilla Basket to make your favorite quesadilla. Bobbi’s Grilled 
Corn Salad is the perfect accompaniment. Latin Grilling program offers 

 bi-lingual, Spanish and English packaging.
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Pepper Roasting Basket

Non-stick pepper roaster with a stainless steel handle makes 
browning all kinds of smaller peppers a cinch. It keeps peppers 
at a perfect distance from the flame to prevent burning. Walls are 
high enough to keep them in with mesh-like bottom to allow for 
even browning.  

CC1993 case/4

Tortilla Warmer

Place a damp towel inside the warmer. Place several tortillas inside 
folding the damp towel over the top of the tortillas. Microwave on 
high for 30 seconds, or more if needed. May also be used to keep 
hot tortillas warm that have been first heated on a grill or stove top. 
Durable insulated plastic keeps tortillas warm.

CC1994 case/6

Quesadilla Basket

Place two tortillas on work surface and fill with grated cheese, 
peppers, cooked meat, or any variety of ingredients. Fold each 
filled tortilla in half and transfer to basket; lock basket ring into 
place and grill until cheese has melted and tortilla is golden brown; 
turn to brown other side.

CC1996  case/6

CC1993

CC1996

CC1994
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Latin Grilling

Comal Pan

This pre-seasoned cast iron comal pan is good for making fajita 
vegetables, carne asada and more. It is the utensil of choice when 
cooking tortillas. You can also use it to re-heat tortillas. This pan 
adds flavor and can be used on the stove, in the oven, or on the 
grill. 9 in. inside diameter 

CC1997                                              case/4

Tortilla Press

Mix dough from your own favorite recipe. Place a ball of dough 
in the center of the press, close the top and apply pressure to the 
lever to flatten. Waxed paper may help with sticking. Remove 
pressed tortilla and cook. Cast aluminum.

CC1998  case/4

Corn Skewers

Grill and serve traditional Mexican Elote Corn-on-the-Cob (recipe 
on package). Stainless steel and rosewood corn skewers are 
perfect for keeping control of corn. Grill corn on skewer over 
med-high heat until tender, turning often. Set /2.

CC1999 case/6

CC1997

CC1998

CC1999

1 med  red bell pepper 
3 large  ears of corn (husks and silks removed) 
2 slices  small red onion (½ inch sections)  
4 Tbsp  grated zest of 1-2 limes  
2 Tbsp. chopped fresh cilantro 
1 large  Granny Smith apple (diced & tossed w/lime juice) 
1 15 oz.  can cooked black beans (rinsed and dried) 
2 oz.  queso fresco or cotija crumbled 
½ c.  olive oil as needed 
salt and pepper to taste  

Preheat the grill to med-high; clean and oil the grill grate. Cut the top and 
bottom ends off the bell pepper; core, seed, and cut into large sections. 
Brush the flattened pepper sections, corn and onion with olive oil and 
season with salt and pepper. 

Using corn skewers, grill corn on all sides until tender but still with some 
bite about 15-20 min. Meanwhile grill pepper and onions. Pepper for about 
6-8 mins and onion for about 8-10 mins. Cut kernels off cob and place in a 
large bowl. Cut onion and pepper 1/4 in pieces and add to bowl. Add the 
apple, beans, zest, lime juice and salt to taste. Stir to combine and then add 
cilantro and paprika. Add cheese just before serving at room temperature.

 –Bobbi Pauline, Sales Manager

Grilled Corn Salad
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Flame Friendly™ Ceramic Grilling Grid

Grill and smoke food items without losing them through the grill 
grate. Thermal shock resistant ceramic with black matte glaze. 
16.5 in. x 10 in.
CC3800 case/2

Flame Friendly™ Ceramic Griddle

Grill and sear foods to perfection on this high heat, lightweight 
ceramic griddle. Thermal shock resistant ceramic with black matte 
glaze. 10.5 in. x 10.5 in. 

CC3801 case/3

Flame Friendly™ Ceramic Square Wok

Grill and smoke a summer stir fry with this ceramic wok. Thermal 
shock resistant ceramic with black matte glaze. 9.75 in. x 7.75 in.

CC3803 case/4

Flame Friendly™ Ceramic Grill Top Pan

Grill and roast foods to perfection on this high heat ceramic pan. 
Thermal shock resistant ceramic with black matte glaze.  
13 in. x 8.5 in.

CC3804 case/4

Flame Friendly™ Ceramic Baker Set

Bake mini mac & cheeses, fruit crisps, or cheese dips on the grill 
with these individually sized bakers. Thermal shock resistant 
ceramic with black matte glaze. Set of two. 4.75 in. x 4.75 in.

CC3802 case/4 

Flame Friendly™ Ceramic Bean Pot with Lid

Simmer sauces or beans in this hight heat ceramic pot. 2 cup 
capacity, with room to stir. Thermal shock resistant ceramic with 
black matte glaze. Lid included.

CC3805 case/4

Get the benefits of cooking with 
high heat without the weight or 
maintenance of cast iron! The 
Flame Friendly™ series of grilling 
accessories conduct high, evenly-
distributed heat to cook your food 
but are lightweight and easy to clean. 
Eco-friendly, fireproof and thermal 
shock resistant up to 700˚F., they are 
a perfect choice for both the oven 
and the grill. The attractive non-stick 
glazed finish is also scratch resis-
tant, so your grill grid will look good 
through many cookouts. Series is not 
recommended for a sear burner.

CC3802

CC3805

CC3802
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Grill Toppers

CC3804CC3803

CC3800 CC3801

CC3800



Grill Toppers  
for every griller

Rack ‘em up! Everything 
from jalapeños to onions 
to giant 18 lb. turkeys cook 
better when on a rack. 
Racks can stabilize your 
food during the cooking 
process, allowing for more 
efficient heat and smoke 
distribution. Our new 
Turkey Infusion Roaster 
also offers an insert for 
liquids that will add flavor 
and moisture to your bird.
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Stainless Steel Fondue Grill Set

Prepare traditional cheese fondue on the grill. Simply melt cheese and other ingredients 
in the fondue pot while grilling veggies, or meat on the grid. To serve, transfer to the 
elegant hardwood base and let the party begin! Stainless steel. 17 in. x 10 in. overall.

CC3530 case/4

CC3530

1

3



Grill Toppers

Stainless Steel Raclette Pan with Scraper

Try this traditional Alpine melted cheese dish on the grill with this 
pan and scraper set. Simply melt cheese in the raclette pan, then 
scrape it out with the perfectly sized scraper. You’ll have a warm, 
gooey, savory dish that transports you to the slopes. Removable 
rosewood handle for easy cleaning. 7.5 in. x 8 in. (folded closed).

CC3529 case/6 

CC3529

EASY CHEESY!

1. Slice

2. Melt

3. Serve
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CC3529

1 2

3



Vertical Beer Can Chicken Roaster  
with Removable Handle

Cook this classic with some extra mobility! Long, removable 
handle allows you to reposition your chicken while staying away 
from the heat. Take the handle off while the barbecue’s lid is 
closed, or for storage. 8.5 in. square base. 

CC3119  case/4

CC3503CC3097
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Combination Vertical Roasting Rack & Wok

Cylinder attaches with a quick turn. Fill cylinder with beer, wine 
or a favorite marinade. As it cooks, the bird is marinated from 
the inside, resulting in a moist, flavorful and tender chicken. Or, 
use without the canister as a wok to stir-grill vegetables! 12 in. 
diameter.

PATENT PENDING 

CC3097 Stainless Steel case/4 
CC3503 Non-Stick case/6 

Beer Can Chicken Rack

Otherwise known as Beer Butt Chicken, the name says it all! Add 
beer to the chicken cavity for the most mouth-watering chicken 
ever! The rack is easy to use, portable and folds flat for storage. 
Stainless steel.

PATENT #D535,855 

CC3005 case/12

CC3119

CC3097

CC3005

CC3119
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Stainless Steel Poultry Roasting Rack

The roasting rack that preserves flavorful juices! May be used to 
roast two smaller birds at once or one larger one. Vertical roasting 
with liquids makes for the most juicy meal. May be used on the 
grill or in the oven. Stainless steel. Holds up to a 16 lb. turkey. 
20 in. x 8.5 in.

 CC3118 case/4

Large turkey holder

Two chicken holders

CC3118

CC3124

COOKS TWO 
CHICKENS OR 
ONE TURKEY

Turkey Infusion Roaster

Vertical roasting with liquids makes for the juiciest meal and this rack 
preserves those flavorful drippings! Rack has handles for moving, 
and a wide base with angled infuser for stability. Holds up to a 16 lb. 
turkey. Safe for the oven and grill. Stainless steel. 20 in. x 8.5 in.

CC3124 case/4

CC3124

CC3124

CC3118



CC3106

CC3092 (CORER ONLY)
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CC3092 Stainless Steel Chili Pepper Corer

Easy-to-use corer slices off chili tops, cores and removes the seeds 
with a twist, making chili prep a snap. Stainless steel tool head. 
Rosewood handle.

PATENT #D610,884 

CC3092 case/12

Non-Stick Chili Pepper Rack & Corer Set

A non-stick chili pepper rack, our stainless steel and rosewood 
handle corer, and one recipe card. Rack holds 18 chilies.

PATENT #D610,884 
CC3106 case/6

Stainless Steel Pepper Rack - 36 Holes

Great for parties! Large capacity rack holds 36 peppers upright so 
cheese and other ingredients stay inside the peppers while grilling. 
Stainless steel. Grilled popper recipe included.

CC3100 case/6

CC3092 CC3100CC3106

CC3106

CC3100

CC3100

1

3
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CC3106

CC5149
CC5149

CC5118

Potato People

Make a fun presentation and conduct heat 
for shorter cooking time. 4 fun characters 
include chef, cowboy, pirate and fireman. 
Good for use with all potatoes including 
sweet potatoes and yams. Stainless steel 
and dishwasher safe.

CC5118 case/6

Non-stick Potato Rack

Potato rack with prongs 
bakes whole potatoes faster 
by transferring the heat to the 
inside of the potato. Fits up to 
four large potatoes. 15.5 in. x 
3.5 in. 

CC3004 case/6

Blossoming Onion Grill Rack

Now you can enjoy the famous ‘Bloomin’ Onion’ in the comforts 
of your own backyard! The 3 piece set includes an onion corer, 
slicing guide and a grilling rack. Grill your onion to perfection 
and enjoy with your favorite healthy or indulgent dipping sauce. 3 
sauce recipes included.

CC5149 case/6 

CC3004

WATCH IT BLOOM!

1. Core

2. Slice

3. Grill

4. Serve

1 2

3 4



REVERSIBLE

Reversible Rib and Roasting Rack

Two racks in one! One side is indispensable for larger cuts of meat 
like roasts or small turkeys. Flip it over and grill six full slabs of 
ribs upright, saving space on the grill for other food. Air and smoke 
circulates around food for more even cooking and smokier flavor. 
Stainless steel or non-stick. 9.75 in. x 13 in. 

CC3096  Stainless Steel case/6 
CC3001 Non-Stick  case/6 
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CC3001

CC3096

CC3096

CC3125

CC3096

Bacon Rack

Makes grilling bacon a snap. Grease wells collect drippings 
for flare-up free cooking and easy clean up. Handles make for 
easy transport. Stainless steel and dishwaswher safe.

PATENT PENDING

CC3123 case/4

CC3123

Stainless Steel Drumstick & Wing Grilling Rack-Folding

Grilling chicken wings and drumsticks is a healthier alternative to 
deep-frying. Thread your legs and wings into this stainless steel 
rack for quick cooking; the rack folds for easy storage when you’re 
done. Stainless steel and dishwasher safe.

PATENT PENDING 
CC3125 case/6

CC3125

CC3123



DISSASEMBLES

FOR STORAGE
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Grill Toppers

CC3093

CC3011 CC3046

SpaceSaver™ Rib Rack

Cooks up to five slabs of ribs upright for space-saving grilling. 
Folds compactly for space-saving storage. Non-stick.

CC3011 case/6

Three-Level Smoker Rack

Non-stick triple-decker smoker rack increases cooking space for 
greater efficiency. Saves time for the grill chef by allowing more 
food to be smoked at once, eliminating the need to cook in stages. 
Wide bars and a lot of space around racks allows plenty of smoke 
to reach food, ensuring that the food is evenly smoked from top 
to bottom.

Perfect for gas grills when paired with a smoker box and plenty of 
wood chips. Three removable racks allow for use of one, two, or 
three racks at a time. Rack support folds flat for storage. Non-stick. 
Each rack measures 16.25 in. x 11 in. 

CC3046 case/2 

CC3093

CC3046

CC3011

Roasting Rack with Juice Reservoir

The roasting rack that preserves flavorful juices! Rack is pitched on 
a slight incline allowing juices to run into an attached reservoir as 
food cooks, making it a simple matter to whip up smoky gravy, or 
reserve the cooking juices for basting. Built-in heat shield reduces 
the incidence of flare-ups on the grill so food is less prone to 
charring. Can be used on the grill or in the oven. Non-stick. 
17 in. x 10.25 in. x 5.5 in. 

CC3093 case/4



Cutting–Edge Baskets

Grilling with a basket just 
makes things easier! The 
open weave allows heat 
and flame to cook your 
food, while smaller foods 
are prevented from falling 
through the grates. Closed-
lid baskets like our Shaker 
Basket with Lid or our Flip 
N’ Easy® Basket also let you 
shake and flip your food as 
it cooks, without losing a 
single bite!
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Wire Mesh Basket and Roasting Pan

Stainless steel mesh offers another way to get flavor from the 
grill without losing food through the grate. Mesh basket has a 
rosewood handle. Roasting pan is all stainless steel, with two large 
side handles. Both are constructed to hold lots of food.

CC3105 Mesh Basket / 18.75 in. x 13.25 in. case/4 
CC3091 Mesh Roasting Pan / 17.25 in. x 10.75 in.  case/4

Shaker Basket

Deep shaker basket with 12.25 in. removable rosewood handle. 
Non-stick. Basket interior is 13.5 in. x 11 in. x 4 in.

PATENT #5740724 AND 5970856 

CC3017 case/6

Ultimate Grilling Baskets™

Handles detach to allow the griller to close the grill lid during 
cooking. Keeping the lid closed speeds cooking time, increases 
food contact with smoke and reduces flare-ups. Each basket 
includes a 14 in. long removable rosewood handle. Non-stick.

CC3035 Ultimate Rectangle / 10.75 in. x 11.25 in. (basket) case/6 
CC3036 Ultimate Fish / 20 in. x 8.5 in. (basket) case/6

CC3035

CC3036

CC3105

CC3091

CC3017

CC3036
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CC3015

CC3013

CC3016

Grill Toppers

Fishtail Basket

Heavy gauge fishtail basket prevents fish from sticking to the grill. 
Rosewood handle. Non-stick. 4.75 in. x 22.5 in. 

CC3015 case/6

Triple Fish Basket

Heavy gauge fish basket holds three whole fish and prevents fish 
from sticking to the grill. Rosewood handle. Non-stick. 11 in. x 
24.5 in.

CC3016 case/6

Shaker Basket with Lid

Locking lid allows for plenty of tossing and shaking of food in the 
basket. Rosewood handle. Non-stick. 7.5 in. x 20.5 in. x 3.75 in. 

PATENT #5740724 AND 5970856 

CC3003 case/6

Stainless Steel 3-Compartment Basket

This stainless steel 3-compartment basket with locking lid and 
rosewood handle enables you to grill a whole meal at once. 
Differing cooking times do not matter; remove each compartment 
as food finishes cooking. The compartments go conveniently from 
grill to tabletop. 23.5 in. x 8.5 in. x 2.5 in.

CC3129 case/4

Rectangle Basket

Heavy gauge, all-purpose grill basket with adjustable height for 
various food thickness. Rosewood handle.  
24 in. x 12.25 in. x 2.25 in.

CC3013 case/6

CC3003

CC3013

CC3129

CC3003

CC3013

CC3129



CC3050

CC3059

CC3050

CC3000

Sausage Basket

Basket holds six sausages. Height adjusts for various sausage sizes. 
Rosewood handle. Non-stick. 4 in. x 20 in.

CC3059 case/6

Corn Basket

Our patented corn basket with rosewood handle features height 
adjustments to fit any corn thickness and open sides to fit corn of 
any length. No need for trimming means less corn wasted. Holds 
four ears of corn. Non-stick. 6.75 in. x 19.5 in. 

PATENT #D506,362 AND D521,821 
CC3000 case/6 

Flip N’ Easy® Rectangular Basket

Ideal for gas grills, this large-capacity basket holds an entire meal. 
Two 9.5 in. rosewood handles remove from basket to allow the grill 
lid to close. Non-stick. 14.5 in. x 11.5 in. basket.

PATENT #7,717,029 

CC3050 case/4 
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CC3000

CC3059



Flexi-Basket

Fill the non-stick flexi-basket with almost any food that you want 
to grill. The unique flexi-weave of the basket conforms to food of 
various thickness, from fish fillets to a whole chicken. The flexi-
basket makes it easy to turn the food all at once, reducing the 
amount of time the grill lid is 
open, saving heat. Rosewood 
handle. Non-stick. 10.75 in. x 
21.25 in. 

CC1056                     case/6 

Mesh Baskets - Set of 2 with Removable Handle

Versatile mesh baskets ideal for stir fry, sautés and roasting on the 
grill. Set of two baskets with one interchangeable handle. Stainless 
steel.  Dishwasher safe. Small- 9.8 in x 8.8 in Large- 13.4 in. x 11.6 in. 

PATENT PENDING

CC3120 case/4
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Grill Toppers

CC3087

CC3120

CC1056

Single Kabob Baskets - Set of 4

Kabob baskets are the answer for people who want to make 
kabobs faster. Simply fill the basket with cut-up food and grill. 
Rosewood handles. Non-stick. 1.75 in. x 19.25 in. Set/4.

CC3087 case/6

CC1056

CC3120

CC3087



REMOVABLE

HANDLE

Woks, Griddles, & Grids

Using a wok, griddle, or 
grid opens up your menu 
possibilities! Cook breakfast 
on the grill, your favorite 
Asian stir-grills, nachos, or 
even pizza! Our new Sear 
& Grill Plancha can cook 
everything you need for 
delicious fajitas: foods sear 
quickly on the cast iron 
center, then finish on the 
cooler outer rim.

CC3009CC3114

CC3126

CC3126

CC3513
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Stainless Steel Round Grill Wok
with Removable Handle

Grill woks are great for making flame-kissed stir fry recipes or 
your favorite side dish. The removable handle allows the grill lid to 
close, intensifying the heat underneath the wok to produce just the 
right amount of char. 11 in. diameter x 2.75 in. deep.

PATENT PENDING

CC3126 case/4

Square Grill Woks

Grill woks in two sizes feature raised handles and lots of holes for 
smoky air to circulate throughout cooking food. Small wok holds 
an impressive 8 to 10 cups of food. Large wok holds an amazing 
12 to 14 cups! Non-stick or stainless steel. 
PATENT# D624,787

CC3113 Non-Stick Square / Small case/6 
CC3114 Non-Stick Square / Large case/6 
CC3513 Stainless Steel Square / Small  case/6 
CC3514 Stainless Steel Square / Large  case/6

Non-stick Round Grill Wok with Folding Handle

Holes in the bottom of the wok let in the smoky flavor! Handle 
folds for storage. Non-stick. 11 in. diameter x 2.75 in. deep.

CC3009 case/6
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Grill Toppers

CC3510

CC3500

CC3509

CC3510

CC3500

CC3509

Stainless Steel Grill Plate

Heavy duty searing grill plate doubles as a serving plate. Excellent 
for searing foods or grilling and serving nachos. Stainless steel. 15 
in. x 13.5 in. 

CC3510 case/4

Stainless Steel Pro Griddles

Heavy-duty professional-style grill griddles have a grease reservoir 
on the front edge to reduce flare-ups on the grill. Rear-edge stop for 
turning food. Stainless steel. Large handles for gloved hands. Half 
circle griddle fits easily on most kettle grills. 

CC3500 Rectangular Pro Griddle / 18 in. x 12.5 in. case/2 
CC3509 Half Circle Pro Griddle / 21.25 in. x 10.5 in. case/2
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SpaceSaver™ Adjustable Grill Grid 

Like having several sizes of grids in one. 
Adjusts from 88 sq. in. to 154 sq. in. Non-stick.

CC3010 case/6

Closed: 10.25 in. x 12 in.Open: 16 in. x 12 in.

CC3110

CC3078

CC3101

CC3079

CC3102

CC3080

CC3103

CC3060

CC7081

Pizza Grill Pan

Holes in the bottom of the pan to achieve a crisp crust, smoky, 
flavorful grilled pizza. Handle is removable to allow the grill to 
close. Rosewood handle folds for storage. Non-stick. 12.75 in. 
diameter. 

CC3060 case/6

Stainless Steel Grids

Stainless steel, perforated grids, in three sizes.  
Open stock, or set/2.

CC3101 Small Grid / 11 in. x 7.5 in. case/6 
CC3102 Med Grid / 14.5 in. x 10 in. case/6 
CC3103 Large Grid / 17.5 in. x 12 in.  case/6 
CC7081 Set of 2 / Small & Med case/4

Porcelain-Coated Grids

Black porcelain coated, perforated steel grids, 
in three sizes. Open stock, or set/2.

CC3078 Small Grid / 11 in. x 7.5 in. case/6 
CC3079 Medium Grid / 14.5 in. x 10 in. case/6 
CC3080 Large Grid / 17.5 in. x 12 in. case/6 
CC3110 Set of 2 / Small & Medium case/4

CC3010

CC3010

CC3060
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Grill Toppers

Sear & Grill Plancha

Cook your entire meal at once with the two heat zones of the 
Sear & Grill Plancha! Meats and veggies that require higher 
temperatures can be seared and cooked on the removable cast 
iron plate in the middle, while more delicate foods can be cooked 
on the lower temperature elevated stainless steel frame. The raised 
frame also helps prevent flare-ups on your grill while cooking fatty 
cuts of meat. 18 in. x 14 in. 1.25 in.

CC3130 case/3

Mesh Screen w/ Folding Handle

Stainless steel small gauge mesh screen is great for seafood and 
finely chopped ingredients. Dishwasher safe. Handle folds for easy 
storage. 10 in. x 14 in.

CC3121 case/6

Herb Grid

Place fresh herbs inside the hinged, screen grid. Place food on top 
of the closed screen, lock the grid closed and place food on top 
of grid. Grill food on top of herb stuffed grid. The grid keeps the 
herbs from falling through the grill grate and the rising heat of the 
fire permeates food with the flavors of the herbs. Great for meat, 
vegetables or grilled sandwiches. Non-stick. 16 in. x 12 in. surface.

CC3074 case/6

CC3121

CC3130

CC3074

CC3074

CC3121CC3130

INSERT HERBS 
BETWEEN GRATES 
TO INFUSE FOOD 

WITH FLAVOR



Taking Skewers 
to the Next Level

No matter how you pierce 
it, skewers are a grilling 
essential. Kebabs, kofta, and 
other skewered dishes can 
combine meat and veggies, 
creating a full meal on 
one stick. And don’t forget 
dessert: our Marshmallow 
Twig Skewer and S’mores 
Grilling Set bring a campfire 
tradition to your backyard 
grill, any night of the week.
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CC5130

Glow-in-the-Dark Telescoping Fork

Use with marshmallows, hot dogs or your favorite campfire treat. 
Telescoping forks with glow-in-the-dark handles.  
Open: 32 in. Closed: 22 in. Set/2.

CC1086  case/6

Non-stick Marshmallow Twig Skewer

Roast enough marshmallows for a group! Easy to hold wooden 
handle and non-stick finish. 22.6 in (57.5 cm) overall lenth.

CC5130 case/6

CC1086

CC5130



Taking Skewers 
to the Next Level
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Skewers

CC3131

CC3032

CC3116

Stainless Steel S’mores Grilling Set - Folding

The authentic campfire taste of America’s quintessential dessert 
can easily be made at home, cooked with the convenience of a gas 
or charcoal grill. Our rack is foldable for easy storage! Set includes 
1 folding rack and 4 double skewers.

PATENT #D658,441 

CC3131  case/6

Stainless Steel Skewer 
Station™

Skewer Station™, a dramatic 
presentation for grilled skewers of 
a single ingredient, allows guests 
to personalize entrées. To serve, 
simply push meat or vegetable 
from skewers with the enclosed 
stainless steel fork onto a plate held 
underneath. The grooved wooden 
tray prevents juices from spilling 
onto the table. Set includes six 11.5 
in. skewers, one fork, stand and 
base. Overall assembled height is 
15.25 in.

PATENT #D658,015 

CC3116 case/4

Kabob Rack with Six Skewers

Reusable metal kabob skewers sit on a rack above the grill, 
reducing sticking and scorching. Non-stick. Set of six 13 in. 
skewers with rack.

CC3032 case/6

CC3032

CC3131

CC3116
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CC5136 CC5104

Flexible Skewers

Flexible skewers are a versatile addition to the grilling 
collection. Stainless steel wires may be safely and conveniently 
immersed in marinades without concern for rusting. 11 in.

PATENT #D693,654 
CC5136 Set/4 case/6 

Extra-Long Flexible Skewers

Extra-long flexible skewers can be looped around as needed on the 
grill for the most effective use of grill space. 30 in.

PATENT #D693,654 

CC5104 Set/4 case/6  

CC5104

CC5136

CC5135

CC5093

Double Prong Coastal Skewers

Two prongs secure food to prevent 
spinning. Finely detailed coastal icons 
include crab, lobster, scallop and fish. 
14 in. Set/4.

CC5093 case/6  

Veggie Raft Skewers

Create fun and functional vegetable 
rafts on the grill with this ingenious 
tool. Ideal for asparagus. 8 in. Set/4.

CC5135 case/12  

CC5135

CC5093
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Spice Skewers

Stainless skewers with a channel to fill with spice rub or paste so 
the food gets flavored from the inside. 13 in. Set/4.

PATENT PENDING 
CC5133 case/6 

Stainless Grill Clips 

Easily grill individual portions of vegetables. Clips are ideal 
for asparagus, zucchini slices, green onions or any other long 
vegetables. 6.25 in. Set/4.

PATENT# D682,080

CC5134 case/6

Skewers

CC5147

CC5134

CC5133

CC5133CC5134

Stainless Steel Flat Skewers

Grill up delicious meat and veggie kabobs with these sleek 
stainless steel skewers! These skewers have a wider, flat design 
that helps to accommodate larger cuts of meats and vegetables 
while helping to prevent food from spinning on skewers. Built-in 
looped handles make for easy handling. 12.5 in. Set/6.

CC5147 case/6 

CC5147
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Circle Kabob Skewers

Unique circle shape makes a delightful presentation. Sized to fit 
perfectly on most plates. Non-stick. 7 in. diameter. Set/4

CC5000 case/12 

CC3117

CC5000

CC3117

CC5000 

Non-stick Kabob Rack and Skewers

Elevates skewers above the grate so food doesn’t stick. Extra wide 
skewers are designed to keep food from spinning and can be 
rotated easily for even cooking. Set includes six 17 in. non-stick 
skewers and rack.

CC3117 case/4 
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Skewers

Non-stick Kabob Skewers

Reusable metal kabob skewers are handy to have when kabobs are 
on the menu frequently. Non-stick. 13.25 in. Set/6.

CC5042 case/12

Non-stick Marshmallow Skewers

Reusable marshmallow skewers for the urban camper and the 
always-prepared campfire kid in everyone. Non-stick extra-long 
skewers keep fingers away from the flames 23.5 in. Set/4.

CC5066 case/12

CC6035

CC5016

CC5124

CC5124

CC6035

CC5042

CC5066

CC5016

Cast Iron Twig Skewers

Cast iron twigs mimic the real 
thing down to the last detail. 12.75 
in. Set/4.

CC5016 case/6 

Stainless Steel Kabob Skewers

Reusable stainless steel skewers. Dishwasher safe. 11.75 in. Set/6.

CC5124 case/12

Flavored Wood Skewers

Naturally scented woods, cedar, hickory, maple and alder each 
impart a distinct flavor to grilled food. Flat skewers keep food from 
spinning. 11 in. x 0.375 in. Set/10.

CC6035 mixed case/12



CC1088

Innovation - Tools

From giftable grilling sets 
to unique items like our 
Meat Claws, Charcoal 
Companion® has been 
fulfilling unmet needs for 30 
years. Choose from grilling 
sets that include tools like 
tongs, spatulas and grill 
brushes, with a variety of 
forms and functions. To 
bring more fun to your 
cookout, the Flipping Funny™ 
Talking Spatula spouts quips 
while flipping your burgers!
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Big Head® Barbecue Tools

Our famous Big Head® grill tools make a very big impression. 
Smooth rosewood handles, stainless 
steel heads. Strap for hanging. Tools range from 
19.25 in. to 20.5 in.

PATENT #D429889 FOR CC4012 

CC1032 Big Head® Spatula / 20.5 in. case/6 
CC1033 Big Head® Fish Spatula / 19.25 in. case/6 
CC4012 Big Head® Grill Brush / 20.25 in. case/6

CC4018 Replacement Head for CC4012 case/6 
 Fits all Big Head® Grill Brushes. (Not shown)

Flipping Funny™ Talking Spatula

This spatula includes 9 hilarious phrases that add some fun and 
flair to your barbecue. 2 AAA batteries are included so you can go 
right to the grill with your new wise - cracking spatula. 14.2 in.

CC1088 case/6

CC1033CC1032 CC4012

I said flip it…
flip it good!



Innovation - Tools
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Tools

All-Purpose - All in One Tool

All of the tools in the drawer in 
one amazing gadget. A bottle 
opener, meat tenderizer, spatula, 
serrated knife and tongs, all in 
one! Rosewood handle, stainless 
steel. 17.5 in.

CC1018 case/6 

Stainless Steel Meat Hook

Pit masters love this meat hook. Use to flip meat quickly or just 
check on the grill marks. Rosewood handle, stainless steel. 18.75 in.

CC1036 case/6

CC1036

CC1018

CC1039

CC1077

CC1077

CC1018

CC1036

Locking Tongs

Spring-loaded tongs lock in place and stay put, opened or closed. 
Rosewood handle, stainless steel. 17.5 in. 

CC1039  case/12

Locking Tongs with Soft-grip Handle

The textured tong edges will grip the food easily and firmly. 
Locking hinge feature keeps your tongs shut tight to save space.  
Soft-grip handle, stainless steel. 13.75 in. 

CC1077  case/12



Oval Pro Chef™ Espresso Tools

Stylish 3-piece tool set includes a 
silicone basting brush, stainless steel 
spatula and tongs with espresso 
stained oak handles. Tools range 
from 15.25 in. to 18.75 in.

CC1000 Set: Basting Brush,  
 Spatula, Tongs case/6 

CC1000

Oval Pro Chef™ Tools

Stainless steel tools with oak handles. 
Metal hanging loop. Tools range from 
15 in. to 18.5 in. Set/3 or open stock.

CC1001 Set: Spatula, Fork,  
 Tongs case/6

3-Piece Perfect Grip™ Tool Set

With both a Perfect Grip™ and a selection of bright colors, these 
sets are winners for the grilling season. Set includes a fork 16.5 in., 
spatula 17.3 in., and tongs 13.7 in. Stainless steel heads. Spatula 
sports a bottle opener, and serrated edge works as a knife. 

CC1080 Set: Spatula, Fork, Tongs. 3 red, 2 blue, 1 green case/6 
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CC1080 CC1080

CC1001

CC1000

CC1001
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Tools

CC1110

CC1109

Pacific Bamboo Grill Tools

A contemporary style tool set with 
sustainable bamboo handles and 
stainless steel heads. 3-piece set 
includes: spatula with bottle opener, 
tongs and Big Head® Grill Brush. 
Tools range from 17.5 in. to 18.25 
in.

CC1110 Set: Big Head® Grill Brush,  
 Spatula, Tongs case/4

Vineyard 3-Piece Tool Set

Generously-sized stainless steel 
tools have a contemporary look 
and feel with contoured rosewood 
handles. 3-piece set includes these 
essentials: tongs, Big Head® Grill 
Brush and wide spatula with bottle 
opener built into the handle. Tools 
range from 17.5 in. to 18.75 in.

CC1109 Set: Big Head® Grill Brush, 
   Spatula, Tongs case/4

Comfort Grip 3-Piece Tool Set

This set of tools includes a sturdy spiral grill brush, spatula and 
tongs. Composed of TPR and twisted steel, the set is durable and 
easy to clean. Each item has loops for hanging near the grill. Tools 
range from 16 in. to 18.5 in.

PATENT #D700,438 

CC1081 Set: Spatula, Tongs, Grill Brush case/6

CC1109

CC1110

CC1081
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CC1057

CC1057 CC1005

CC1005

Grilled Sausages and Toasted Buns 
with Onions & Peppers
6 sausages of your choice
6 brioche hot dog buns
6 Tbsp. melted butter
3 large bell peppers, cut into 1/4-inch slices
4 medium onions, cut into 1/4-inch slices

Grilling the perfect sausages takes patience. The result can be 
char on the outside and undercooked in the middle if you try 
to cook them fast over high heat. To achieve optimum results, 
grill your sausages over a moderate flame for about 25 minutes, 
rotating them often with your Charcoal Companion® tongs. (or 
until the internal temperature reaches 170 degrees.)

You can toast your hot dog buns during the last several minutes 
of cooking your sausages. Brush each of the buns with the 
melted butter, and place on the grill over low heat to toast 
through. Using a Charcoal Companion® spatula, remove the 
buns once they are toasted golden and ready to serve.

Peppers and onions are the perfect garnish for sausages. Use a 
porcelain or stainless steel Grilling Grid™ to grill the peppers 
and onions over a medium-high flame. Use your tongs to stir 
the peppers and onions as they cook through. A little bit of 
color is desirable and will enhance the flavor.

To assemble, place your sausage in the toasted, buttered hot 
dog bun and top with peppers and onions as well as your 
choice of condiments.  

– Danielle Peterson, Culinary Communications Manager 

Perfect Chef™ Tool Sets

Two tool sets to choose from. Stainless steel tools with red or black 
plastic handles have value built in. Tools range from 12 in. to 17 in. 
Choose 3-piece or 4-piece sets.

Perfect Chef™ Red Handle 3-piece Tool Set
CC1057 Set: Fork, 3-in-1 Spatula, Tongs case/6  

Perfect Chef™ Black Handle 4-Piece Tool Set 
CC1005 Set: Fork, 3-in-1 Spatula, Tongs, Grill Brush case/6
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Tools

CC1074 CC1075 CC1073

CC1071CC1072 CC1070

Soft - Grip Tools

Sold individually. Stainless steel tools with soft - grip handles. 
Hanging loop. Tools range from 18 in. to 18.75 in.

CC1074 Big Head® Grill Brush  case/6 
CC1073 Spatula  case/6 
CC1075 Locking Tongs  case/6

Stainless Chef™ Tools

Heavy-duty stainless steel tools, designed to emulate the gear of 
those on the professional barbecue circuit. Tools range from 17.75 
in. to 18.5 in. Open stock.

CC1070 Spatula case/6  
CC1071 Big Head® Grill Brush case/6 
CC1072 Locking Tongs case/6
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CC1010

CC1043

Golf Club Tool Set

Features soft grip golf club styled handles and stainless steel tool 
heads. Tools range from 18 in. to 21.25 in. Set/3.

CC1010 Set: Spatula, Fork, Tongs case/4 

Football Tool Set

Stainless steel with plastic football textured grips. Includes 
a handy bottle opener on the spatula. Tools range from 
16 in. to 18.5 in. Set/3.

CC1043 Set: Spatula, Grill Brush, Tongs case/4

CC1010

CC1043

CC1043
TONGS DETAIL
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CC1108
Angler Fish Spatula

Stainless steel fish spatula with soft-grip foam handle has a fun 
fish shape and a convenient bottle opener.

CC1108 case/6

Explorer Folding Tools

Sure to be everybody’s new favorite tools in the drawer. Ingenious 
handles fold up like a pocket knife and lock in place for take-along 
convenience and storage. Perfect for camping, picnics or tailgating. 
Rosewood handles, stainless steel.

Explorer Folding Fork
Open: 17.5 in. – Closed: 12.25 in.
CC1101 case/6

Explorer Folding Spatula
Open: 18 in. – Closed: 12.5 in.
CC1102 case/6

Explorer Folding Tongs
Open: 17.5 in. – Closed: 11 in.
CC1103 case/6

Orchard Steak Knife Set

Set of four slim, streamlined steak 
knives with rosewood handles and 
serrated stainless steel blades. Overall 
length 8.75 in. Set/4.

CC1115 case/6 

CC1103

CC1102

CC1115

CC1108

CC1101
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Meat Claws

These heavy-duty stainless steel meat claws are designed for 
handling larger pieces of meat such as roasts, turkey, chicken and 
ham. Use the claws to shred a smoked pork butt into pulled pork in 
a matter of minutes. Stainless steel. Set /2.

PATENT #D663,171 

CC1130 - red case/6 
CC1131 - 3 green & 3 blue case/6

CC5127

CC5127

Cast Iron Garlic Roaster & Squeezer Set

Roasted garlic is nature’s original sweet and savory combination. 
Roaster mimics shape of a garlic bulb; holds one large or two 
medium bulbs of garlic. Pre-seasoned cast iron. Place roasted 
garlic head into silicone squeezer to safely squeeze bulbs right out 
of husks without burning fingers.

PATENT #D659,461 

CC5127 case/6

CC5127

CC1131

CC1130
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Dial-a-Meat™ Markers

As meat comes off the grill, mark each serving with how “well” it is 
cooked. No more excuses for cutting into meat to find your desired 
doneness – and losing tasty juices in the process! Each marker 
can be dialed to read RARE, MEDIUM RARE, MEDIUM, MEDIUM 
WELL or WELL. Stainless steel. Set/4.

PATENT #D644,869 
CC5103 case/12 

CC5024

CC5023

CC5023 & CC5024 
BOTTOM DETAIL

Cast Iron Grill Presses

Cast iron grill presses have raised ridge pattern on the bottom. 
Great for getting good contact with the grill for the most 
impressive grill marks. Pre-seasoned.

CC5023 Round / 7 in. diameter case/6 
CC5024 Rectangle / 8.75 in. x 4.5 in case/6

CC5103

CC5103

CC5024

CC5023



Deep frying is no longer 
reserved for Southern 
cuisine, fast food or state 
fairs. It’s becoming the most 
popular way of cooking 
Thanksgiving turkey; it 
results in a succulent bird 
in only one third of the time 
an oven takes! With our 
products like the Breading 
Station™, we aim to take the 
mess out of frying up good 
eats, while preserving the 
crisp crunch of fried foods. Deep Fry
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Deep Fry Thermometers

Keep oil temperatures steady for perfectly fried foods! 
Thermometer features an easy to read temperature dial and 
convenient side clip that fastens to any fryer pot. 
Stainless steel. 

CC5109 Short / 8.5 in. case/12  
CC5110 Long / 12.25 in.  case/12

Breading Station™

Bread multiple items at once for baking or deep fry. Reduce mess 
by keeping breadcrumbs contained. Ensures even coating by 
keeping food item. Tray can also be used for marinating. Includes 
two clear plastic trays, one red plastic perforated sifter. 16 in. x 8 in. 
x 4.5 in. overall dimensions.

CC5145 case/4

CC5110

CC5145

CC5110 CC5109

BREAD CHICKEN FOR FRYING IN 4 EASY STEPS:
1. Place dry breadcrumb mixture in one tray.
2. Place egg washed chicken on sifter.
3. Close lid and gently flip back and forth for breading   
 mixture to coat chicken.
4. Breaded and ready to be fried.

1 2

43



CC5111 CC5034CC5112

Deep Fry
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CC5105 CC5106

Plastic Marinade Injector

Heavy-duty plastic marinade injector features volume markings to 
keep track of how much liquid has been injected. Stainless steel 
needle design resists clogging.

CC5111 case/12

Stainless Marinade Injector

Made of all stainless steel, this marinade injector is serious 
business! Injector features two handles to help keep a steady grip 
while pushing marinade into poultry or other meats. Needle 
design resists clogging.

CC5112 case/6

Plastic Marinade Injector with Large Handle

Large handle makes it easy to plunge basting liquids through the 
clear vial. Stainless steel needle design resists clogging.

CC5034 case/12

Paper Oil Funnel Filter

Large capacity paper oil funnel filter papers for cleaning used fryer 
oil. Filters are compatible with CC5106. Set/6.

CC5105 case/24

Black Plastic Oil Funnel with Metal Filter

Heavy-duty plastic funnel with metal filter for removing large bits 
from used fryer oil.

CC5106 case/6 

Stainless Deep Fry Skimmers

Use skimmers to remove smaller foods from the fryer, or cooking 
debris from the oil’s surface. Stainless steel.

CC5129 Fish Skimmer / 19 in. case/6  
CC5107 Small Skimmer / 18.5 in. case/6  
CC5108 Large Skimmer / 23.25 in. case/6 

CC5108

CC5107

CC5129



“170 degrees
fahrenheit”

“170 degrees
fahrenheit”

“poultry
165 degrees
fahrenheit”

“170 degrees
fahrenheit”

“170 degrees
fahrenheit”

“170 degrees
fahrenheit”

Knowing the exact 
temperature of your oven, 
grill or even your food 
itself is essential when 
determining cooking times. 
To get your best-cooked meat, 
you need to monitor the 
situation closely – and our 
thermometers offer a range 
of ways to keep an eye on the 
heat during cooking. 

What’s New in 
Thermometers
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Dual-Temp™ Digital Thermometer

This ingenious thermometer does it all!  The Dual-Temp™ 
Thermometer measures food and oven or grill temperature at 
the same time. Unit also features an alarm to indicate when 
temperature and correct set time have been reached, as well as a 
large-digit, backlit LCD display and easy-to-clean touch control 
pad. Folds flat for storage or oven use. Uses two replaceable AAA 
batteries (not included).

CC4076 case/4

Steak Station®

Monitors four steaks at the same time, allowing the grill master  
to confidently cook multiple steaks each to the desired degree of 
doneness. An easy-to-read monitor allows for quick evaluation of 
how much a steak has been cooked. The 
colorful Steak Station® probes measure 
from 115˚F to 170˚F, indicating a complete 
spectrum of doneness. Steak Station® can 
also be used in the oven as a regular meat 
thermometer to monitor meats throughout 
the cooking process. Uses one replaceable 
AAA battery (not included).

PATENT # D653,130 
CC4073 case/4

CC4076

CC4073

CC4076

CC4073



What’s New in 
Thermometers

Thermometers

Spud Buttons™

Handy tool that takes the guesswork out of knowing when baked 
potatoes are ready to eat. The stainless steel thermometer probe 
also helps it cook faster. Reusable.

CC4087 case/6

Grill and Oven Thermometer

A constant, accurate temperature is the key to successful grilling, 
baking and roasting. This oven and grill thermometer rests on top 
of the grill grate or oven rack to measure the ambient temperature 
of the cooking environment. Thermometer can also hang from the 
edge of an oven rack as a space-saving option.

CC4079 case/6 

CC4087

CC4079

CC4101

Talking Temp Digital Thermometer™

You set the protein and this ingenious thermometer tells you what 
temerature it is. Also has an large-digit, backlit LCD display. Uses 
two replaceable AAA batteries (not included).

CC4101 case/4
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CC4101

CC4079

CC4087
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CC4088 CC4033

CC4035

CC4072

CC4033

CC9025CC4034

CC4035CC4072

Reusable Steak Button®, 
Poultry Button® and Pork Button®

Button thermometers are a fool-proof way to cook beef, pork and 
poultry to a safe temperature. Steak Button® registers when rare, 
medium and well done. Poultry Button® registers to when done, 
and Pork Button® registers when medium-well.

STEAK:

CC4035 Single Steak Button® case/12 
CC9025 Set 4 Steak Buttons® case/6 
CC4036 24 pc. Steak Button® Counter Display  case/1 
CC4088  Set of 4 Steak Button® w/ silicone ring  case/6

 
POULTRY:

CC4033 Single Poultry Buttons®  case/12 
CC4034 24 pc. Poultry Buttons® Counter Display  case/1

Fork Thermometer

Stainless steel fork with on-off switch and instant-read digital 
display for quick and accurate temperature reading. LED spotlight 
on handle. Fahrenheit or Celsius operation. Uses two replaceable 
AAA batteries (not included).

CC4072 case/6



CC4082

CC4083
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Thermometers

CC4075

CC4082

CC4083

CC4089

CC4082

CC4075

Flip-Tip™ Deluxe Digital Thermometer

The Flip-Tip™ Deluxe digital thermometer features an extra long 
probe for maintaining a safe distance from heat. The folding probe 
locks into multiple angles for easier monitoring and closes flat 
for convenient storage. Monitors temperatures from -58˚F - 572˚F 
(-50˚C - 300˚C). Reads temperature in six seconds. Buttons help 
target perfect temperature. Uses two replaceable AAA batteries 
(not included).

CC4082  case/4

Infrared Thermometer

Accurately measures the surface temperature of grills, pizza stones, 
skillets, grids or other cooking surfaces without contact. Infrared 
beam targets the area to read at a 5:1 distance to spot ratio. 
Measures temperature range of 32˚F - 800˚F (0˚C - 427˚C). Displays 
maximum surface temperature reading in three 
seconds. Uses three replaceable AAA 
batteries (not included).

CC4083  case/4

Shows range of 
movement for 
CC4075, CC4082, 
and CC4089

Flip-Tip™ Digital Thermometer

The Flip-Tip™ digital thermometer features an adjustable silicone 
depth gauge, allowing consistent placement of the thermometer 
probe for more accurate readings throughout the cooking process. 
The folding probe locks into multiple angles for easier monitoring 
and closes flat for convenient storage. Monitors temperatures from 

-58˚F - 572˚F (-50˚C - 300˚C). Reads 
temperature in six seconds. Uses two 
replaceable AAA batteries (not included).

CC4075 case/6 
CC4089 3 red, 2 blue, 1 green case/6



Grill Care

A dirty grill causes food 
to stick as well as pick up 
unwanted flavor. Keep your 
grill nice and clean for the 
best taste! Our scrapers and 
brushes come in a wide 
variety for every kind of 
grill, and our new Spray & 
Grill™ offers the lubrication 
essential to keeping food 
from sticking to the grate.
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CC4105

CC4104

CC4105

Spray & Grill™

Prevents food from sticking to all 
grill grates and accessories. Spray 
before and during grilling without 
the fear of flare-ups! Easy to apply 
on grill grates, skillets, woks, pans, 
grids, griddles, and racks. Use on 
non-stick, stainless, and cast iron 
accessories. Makes clean-up easier, 
requiring less soaking, scraping or 
scouring. 6 oz. spray can

CC4104  case/6 

Stainless Steel Grillware Scrubbers

Great for cleaning pots, cast iron pans, grills, ovens and more. 
The pliable design makes it easy to clean corners and hard to 
reach places. The durable design won’t rust or splinter. Set of 2.

CC4105 case/12 

1

FOR USE ON  
GRILL GRATES 

AND COOKING  
ACCESSORIES

SAFE 
TO SPRAY 

OVER FLAMES!

FOOD WON’T 
STICK!



CC4510

CC4106

CC4058

CC1089

CC1089

Black Plastic Wire Brush

This small, handheld brush is a perfect solution when space is at a 
premium. Features stainless steel bristles and scraper, and is made 
to fit right in your hand. 11.5 in.

CC4106 case/12

Grill Scraper

The unique design allows scraping of both top and bottom of 
the grill grate at once, making grill prep quick and easy. Multiple 
grooves and notches of various sizes accommodate many grill grid 
widths. Stainless steel with rosewood handle. 18 in.

CC4510 case/12

 
Triangular Head Brush

Brass bristled grill brush with extra long handle; fits well between 
grill grate for extra cleaning power. 21.25 in.

CC4058 case/12

Grate Lifter

If you’ve ever struggled to lift the grate off a hot grill for refueling 
or smoking, this tool is for you. The powerful spring mechanism 
lets you grab and lift a hot grate with one hand, leaving the other 
free to add fresh charcoal or wood chips. Sturdy enough to lift 
even heavy stainless steel and cast iron grill grates. 12.5 in.

PATENTS #D604,122

CC1089 case/6 
 

HOW THE GRATE LIFTER WORKS:

1. Insert metal cross bar between bars of 
  the grate and queeze handle to  
 compress spring and lower cross bar.

2. Rotate one quarter turn so cross bar is  
 perpendicular to the grate.

3. Release handle. 

4. Lift grate. It’s that easy!

1 2 43

Grill Care 
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CC4028

Dual Handle Monster Brush®

Cleaning the grill is easier than ever. Unique two-handle design 
gives extra leverage for scrubbing. Replaceable brush head sold 
separately. Stainless steel bristles and scraper. 19 in.

PATENTS #D547,553 AND D609,015 

CC4046 Monster Brush case/6 
CC4047 Replacement Head for CC4046 & CC4055 case/12 

Dual Handle Mega Monster Brush®

Same two-handle design as our Monster Brush®. The Mega 
Monster uses two Monster Brush heads, covering twice as much 
grill surface. Uses 2 of item CC4047 Monster Brush Replacement 
Heads. Stainless steel bristles and scraper. 19 in.

PATENTS #D567,511 AND D597,740 

CC4055 case/6 

Upscale Dual Handle Monster Brush®

The Monster Brush® all dressed up. Rosewood is inset into the 
stainless steel handle and grip knob. Replacement Big Head® 
brush head. Stainless steel bristles and scraper. 19.25 in.

PATENT #D609,015 

CC4049 Upscale Monster Big Head® Grill Brush case/6 
CC4067 Replacement Head for CC4049  case/6

Compact Rosewood Handle Grill Brush

Stylish curved rosewood handle. Replaceable brush head sold 
separately. Stainless steel bristles. 7 in. x 3.25 in. x 4.5 in.

CC4028 Compact Brush case/6 
CC4068 Replacement Head for CC4028 (not shown)  case/6

CC4046

CC4046

CC4055

CC4049

CC4067 CC4047
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Grill Care 

CC4090

CC4090

CC4091

CC4095

CC4098

CC4097

CC4096

Short Handle Spiral Brush

This plastic grill brush features durable, twisted bristles that get 
between the grill grates for a more thorough clean. 8.5 in.

PATENT # D700,438 
CC4095  3 green, 3 blue, 6 red case/12

Long Handle Spiral Brush

A longer handle with second hand grip allows for an even firmer, 
more comfortable hold.  15.75 in.

PATENT # D700,438 

CC4096  3 green, 3 blue , 6 red case/12

Comfort Grip Spiral Brush

This durable plastic grill brush features durable, twisted bristles 
that get between the grill grates for a more thorough clean.

PATENT # D700,438

CC4097 Short  Handle Spiral Brush / 8.75 in. case/12 
CC4098 Long Red Handle Spiral Brush / 16 in.  case/12

Dual Handle Monster Brush®
with Spiral Bristles

A new, patented design for our scrubber’s bristles holds them 
securely in place, reducing bristle loss that can cause bristles to 
stick to your grill grate or your food. 19 in.

PATENT # D700,438  

CC4090 Dual Handle Monster Brush® w/Spiral Bristles case/6 
CC4091 Dual Handle Monster Brush® Replacement Head case/12
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CC4060

CC4062
CC4063

CC4012

CC4016

CC4061

CC4017

CC4048

CC4018

Classic Plastic Grill Brushes

Value-packed basics. Stainless steel bristles, plastic handles.

CC4060 Short / 8 in.  case/24 
CC4061 Long / 18 in. case/12  
CC4062 2-in-1 Short / 7 in.  case/12 
CC4063 2-in-1 Long / 15 in.  case/12 
CC4048 2-in-1 Long / 15 in. 6 red, 3 blue, 3 green case/12

Big Head® Grill Brush

Rosewood handle, stainless steel bristles, replaceable head. An 
impressive 20.25 in. overall length. 

PATENT #D429,889 
CC4012  Big Head® Grill Brush case/6 
CC4018  Replacement Head for CC4012  case/6 
 (Fits all Big Head® Grill Brushes) 

Rosewood Handle Grill Brush

Rosewood handle, stainless steel bristles, replaceable head.  
16.5 in.

PATENT #D429,889 
CC4016  Brush / 16.5 in case/6 
CC4017  Replacement Head for CC4016 case/6
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Grill Care

CC4006

CC4009
CC4092

Mesh Scrubber Grill Brush

Designed as a safer alternative for cleaning porcelain coated grill 
grates. 19.5 in. brush comes with 2 refills.

PATENT #597,057 

CC4006 Mesh Scrubber Grill Brush case/6 
CC4009 Mesh Pad Scrubber Refills / Set/4 case/12 

 

Turtle Scrubber Brushes

Designed as a fun alternative for cleaning the grill. Stainless steel 
mesh grill brushes are good for all grill grates. Mixed color cases. 
Use with CC4009 Mesh Pad Scrubber Refills.

CC4092 3 red, 3 blue, 6 green case/12

Steam Cleaning Grill Brush

Use steam to deep clean the grill grate. Has a dual handle for best 
leverage. Stainless steel bristles. 17 in. x 5 in. x 6.75 in.

CC4093 Steam Cleaning Grill Brush case/4 
CC4094 Replacement Head for CC4093 case/6

 

CC4093

CC4093

CC4094

CC4006



Accessories

Our Chimney Charcoal 
Starters are the product that 
started it all! Avoid using 
chemical-laden starters and 
light your coals the fast and 
easy way instead. Consider 
using our portable Charcoal 
Storage Bag to securely 
store charcoal briquettes or 
wood chunks. Our grilling 
accessories also include our 
popular Pit Mitt®, the best 
way to preserve dexterity 
while protecting your hand 
from the heat!
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CC5102

CC5152

CC5146

CC5146

Pit Mitt®

An aramid fiber glove with soft cotton lining that allows the user 
to handle hot items directly on a very hot grill. The original Pit 
Mitt® is reversible for left or right hand and has a silicone textured 
surface for superior grip. Heat-safe up to 475˚ F (246˚ C). 

CC5102 Pit Mitt® single case/6

Pit Paws™

Two aramid, polyester & cotton gloves, with soft cotton blend 
lining, that allow the user to handle hot items directly on a very hot 
grill. The Pit Paws™ have a silicone textured surface for superior 
grip. Heat safe up to 450˚F (232˚C). 

CC5146 Pit Paws™ pair case/6

Insulated Food Gloves

Use insulated food gloves for shredding piping hot pork shoulders, 
taking beer can chickens off the can and removing hot foods from 
the grill. Our gloves are light and flexible for dexterity and well-
insulated to shield hands from the heat. Sold as a pair.

CC5152 case/6
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CC5033 CC5064

Insulated Fabric Mitt

Basic quilted mitts are a cooking and grilling necessity. Flame 
resistant. Black with red trim. 17 in.  

CC5033 case/6 

Silicone Mitt

Red silicone mitt is temperature-safe up to 550˚F (288˚ C). 13.5 in.

CC5064 case/6

Magnetic Flexible Mini Grill Light

Magnetic Flexible Mini Grill Light will stand, flex, twist, turn and 
wrap itself around grill tools or to a hat brim to make life just a 
little bit brighter for the home griller. Battery-operated portability 
for greater convenience. The flexible wire stem allows the user to 
wrap the mini light around a grilling tool. A magnetic base allows 
it to stand on metallic surfaces. Small enough to slip into a pocket 
for quick access. Uses four LED bulbs for a cool bright light. Uses 
three replaceable CR2032 (3 volt) lithium batteries (included). 

PATENT #D621,537 

CC5096 case/6

CC5121

CC5132

CC5096

CC5096

Silicone Grill Light

This handy, weather resistant grill light attaches easily to most grill 
lid handles. The light features five powerful LED bulbs that provide 
a wide swathe of light across the grill grate. Uses three replaceable 
AA (1.5 volt) batteries (not included).

PATENT #D684,284 
CC5121 Black case/4 
CC5132 3 red, 2 blue, 1 green case/6

Grill Care

CC5121

CC5121



CC4040

CC4509

CC4110

Electric Charcoal Starter

Coals are hot in 10 minutes without lighter fluid for better tasting 
food. UL Listed.

CC4040 case/6  

CC4040

CC4110

Fire Up!™ Charcoal Starter Wand

The Fire Up!™ Charcoal Starter Wand is an environmentally 
friendly way to ignite your charcoal without using toxic lighter 
fluid! The starter can light charcoal briquettes, wood chips, chunks 
or pellets with ease. Two simple switches take your charcoal from 
cold to smoldering in a matter of minutes. Switch one will ignite 
the briquettes, then use switch two to blow hot air onto the flames, 
to speed up the spread of glowing briquettes. The starter also has a 
built-in kickstand to prop the hot wand off of its resting surface.

CC4110 case/2
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CC4509
Gas Valve Gauge

This invaluable gauge takes the 
guesswork out of determining how 
full a propane tank is. Assembles in 
minutes. Fits 20lb propane tanks.

CC4509 case/6
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CC4041 CC3026 CC4043

CC4508

Chimney Charcoal Starters

Starts charcoal briquettes or wood chunks fast without the use of 
lighter fluid. Food tastes better without noxious fumes.

CC4041 Black / Hardwood handle case/6 
CC3026 Stainless Steel / Rosewood handle case/6 
CC4043 Silver / Hardwood handle  case/6

Charcoal Storage Bag

This tear-proof, weatherproof vinyl bag holds 20 pounds of 
charcoal. Closes tight with a hook and loop closure at the top, 
keeping charcoal dust in. Webbed handles and straps make the 
bag portable and easy to handle when pouring charcoal briquettes 
or wood chunks.
CC4508 case/6

Grill Care 

CC4508

CC4043



Bug Zappers

Keep the bugs away from 
your next barbecue without 
resorting to unsafe insect 
sprays with the Amazing 
Handheld Bug Zapper! 
Shaped like a tennis racket, 
the zapper kills insects on 
contact with a low-voltage 
electric current when they 
touch the surface of the 
“net”. Sold open stock, or 
with displays, this item is 
a perfect complement to 
outdoor grilling programs.
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Amazing Handheld Bug Zapper

Zap away unwelcome guests at your next cookout! These fun 
rackets turn swatting pests into a game you’re guaranteed to win! 
Uses two replaceable AA batteries (not included). 18.25 in. x 6.25 in.

PBZ-7 Open stock - yellow case/12 
PBZ-7C Open stock - 6 red, 3 blue, 3 green case/12 
PBZ-17 12 piece Counter Display - yellow case/1 
PBZ-27 24 piece Floor Display - yellow case/1 

Game Over Handheld Bug Zapper

A “Game Over” message is printed on the net to “warn” bugs of 
their impending doom. Uses two replaceable AA batteries (not 
included). 18.75 in. x 7.75 in.

PBZ-35 Game Over Bug Zapper case/12 

  

PBZ-7C PBZ-35PBZ-7
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Bug Zappers

PBZ-27 PBZ-17

KILLS MOSQUITOS, FLIES, 
GNATS & OTHER FLYING 
INSECTS ON CONTACT!
PRESS THE 2 BUTTON 
SAFETY SWITCH TO SEND 
A CURRENT TO THE NET 
OF THE ZAPPER.
REQUIRES 2 AA (1.5 
VOLT) BATTERIES 
(NOT INCLUDED)
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The Companion Group has been a leading manufacturer of barbecue tools, 
accessories, and other products for cooking outdoors for 30 years. That’s 30 
years of innovation and evolution into who we are and what we love to do! 
Founded in 1984 in a small garage in Berkeley, California, it all began with 
just two people making chimney starters one at a time by hand. Today we have 
evolved into a “Family of Brands” including Charcoal Companion®,  
Steven Raichlen Best of Barbecue™, pizzacraft® and Planet Barbecue™.

Learn more about select Charcoal Companion® products and 
how to use them with our online videos on YouTube! For staff 
and customers alike, these informative demo videos show how 
to make great homemade pizza with our quality tools. More 
videos are added on a regular basis, so be sure to visit our 
channel often! www.youtube.com/thecompaniongroup

www.youtube.com/thecompaniongroup

www.facebook.com/thecompaniongroup

www.twitter.com/companiongroup

Products with online videos:
Charcoal Chimney Starter (CC4041)  
(AKA Charcoal Companion® first and only commercial, circa1984)

Flipping Funny™ Talking Spatula (CC1088)

Himalayan Salt Plate and Holder (CC6036 and CC3526)

Jalapeño Poppers (CC3092)

Meat Claws (CC1130)

Moistly Grilled® Grill Humidifier (CC4071)

Moistly Grilled® Smoking Platform (CC3508)

Pit Mitt® (CC5102)

Steak Station® (CC4073)

Stuff-A-Burger® Press and Grilling Basket (CC5119 and CC3519)

Bonus...

Gifts for Grillers




